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What are the best times you can recall from your childhood? In your role
now you are probably creating those times for the children of today...
Let‟s say you were born in 2001. Today, in 2009, you are 8 years old and you are in the middle of those carefree
childhood years, growing and learning every day... blissfully unaware that you are actually growing and learning.
Fast forward to 2031 when you have turned 30.
You reflect back to this time and see the things you did, the fun you had and the places you played. You treasure
the fond memories you have and the good times you can recall.
OK, you‟re not 8 years old now. But your actions today as one involved in the promotion of play are positively
effecting the lives of the children all around you so that in years to come they will have those “golden memories” we
all cherish.
They are experiences we not only enjoy recalling but studies continue to show that positive experiences in childhood flow through into positive attitudes in adulthood.
I often look back through our photo library at projects we did in the „80‟s and „90‟s and it comes as a real shock actually when I realise the children playing on that equipment are now well into their teens and twenties and some
even in their thirties!
Time moves on quickly but at least we can know our efforts might have a worthwhile effect on the future generations.
So, whilst things around us keep changing... Governments change, funding initiatives come and go, and even perspectives of play itself ebb and flow in the community, those of us that know the benefits of play should be pressing
forward... keeping the “big picture” before us and doing the things we can do for the children of today, even though
those children probably won‟t understand why they appreciate it until years to come.
Best regards,
Athol Quinsey

Ingleburn children get a handy new facility
just for themselves and their families.
Campbelltown City Council has opened this great
facility for the residents of Ingleburn and the wider
area.
The Ingleburn Library and Community Centre
boasts a beautiful outdoor area as part of the
grounds called Hallinan Park.
The play area, designed by James Horan of
Taylor Brammer Landscape Architects Pty Ltd
reflects the heritage of the area with both Rural
and Industrial aspects built into the design (see
more pics next page…)
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Ingleburn children get a brand new area they can call their own...
Campbelltown City Council’s new $10m
Community Centre and Library at Ingleburn has a beautiful play area for the
local children.
Included in the playground is the all
new Moduplay 3.0m high Twin
Mini Wildnet. Mini Wildnets are
Australian made and available as Singles, Twins, Triple and Quads.
More info
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New Post Caps for Moduplay Premium protect your investment.
Ever looked at the end grain of a piece of timber under a microscope?
It’s amazing. It looks like thousands of tiny
drinking straws that were obviously used by the
tree to get moisture and nutrients to the top.
Only trouble is, now it’s being used as a playground post the straws take the moisture in
from the top and start to break down the timber...if you leave it exposed.
So the new Moduplay Premium post cap
doesn't just give a tidy finish to a great looking
product, it very effectively reduces maintenance and increases the life span of the posts
at the same time.
Premium Post
Caps are
secured in
place with
stainless steel
fasteners.

Timber will always get some checking or minor
surface splitting. The real damage is done by
leaving end grains exposed vertically.
The caps can be retro fitted to existing Moduplay Premium or Moduplay Natural Projects to
increase the life expectancy of older projects.
More info

NEARLY
READY!

The new Extra High Swings at this
iconic location are not open yet...
But it’s an amazing play area so stay tuned and…
next issue we will reveal!
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New Ships Mast—Specially made for
Bankstown City Council
The Ship Mast is part of an Aquatic Theme Play
Area overlooking Chipping Norton Lake at Garrison Point Reserve, Georges Hall.
The entire play area is encased in a wall that is
shaped like a boat. The angular shape of the
Ship Mast gives the effect of the boat bow without
the expense or scale of a full boat-style play
structure.
Some ground level panel activities complement
the area nearby. More info

